
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

About Amano  

 
Amano Europe was 
founded in 1972 as a sub-
sidiary from Amano Cor-
poration (Japan). Alt-
hough we started as a 
time clock manufacturer, 
we nowadays offer: 
  
· Time & Attendance     

Solutions   

· Access Control  Products  

· Parking Solutions  

  
We have always gone 
above and beyond in or-
der to develop high-end, 
compliant solutions in an 
ever changing environ-
ment.  
  
In every step and for 
every decision, we take 
into account the princi-
ple that was founded 
back in the days by Mr. 
Amano himself: 
“Improving the working 
conditions for employ-
ees”. The little triangle 
in our logo which, in Jap-
anese, stands for ‘Human 
being’ has not just been 
chosen by coincidence!  
 
 

 

Employee Self Service 
Your Workforce Engaged 

A strow Cloud is the proven online solution to all com-
monly experienced time and attendance problems. It 

provides you with all necessary tools to follow up on the T&A 
status of your employees, allowing you to handle tasks more 
quickly.  
 
At Amano, we are aware that companies of all shapes and 
sizes experience common time and attendance difficulties. 
That’s why our mission is to help you get the best out of your 
companies’ most valuable asset: your workforce. We firmly 
believe the best and the only way to do so is by offering prac-
tical, user-friendly solutions and excellent customer support. 
Our trademark is adaptability: we have over 20 years of expe-
rience in offering T&A packages tailored to the specific needs 
and applications of both SME’s and large companies. To make 
sure the information can be accessed from anywhere, we also 
offer complementary mobile apps which are compatible with 
both iOS and Android devices.  
 
The Employee Self Service is a user-friendly module within As-
trow where employees can manage their personal data and 
make absence requests for different reasons (holidays, 
illnesses, …). To guarantee follow-up, you as a manager im-
mediately receive a notification for every request. Using the 
mobile app, you even can chat in real-time in case you have 
any questions or remarks before approving.  
 

Key functionalities of Astrow ESS include: 

 User-friendly Time Card  

     view 

 Fully customizable layouts 

 Team Overview  

 Holiday Card  

 Absence requests  

 Mobile app for 

iOS and Android 

Astrow Cloud 
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After they’ve been granted the required user rights, em-

ployees can access their personal Time Card overview. 

This screen gives them a clear overview of their planning 

and is fully customizable to their personal preferences. 

One could, for example, activate the daily overview and 

select the information he or she wants to add to the 

monthly overview. 

 

Since recently, employees can also indicate whether or 

not they agree with the information in their Time Card. 

In case they don’t, their manager and the HR de-

partment will be automatically informed so that they 

can make the necessary corrections.   
 

 

Time Card View 

Holiday Card & Absence Requests 
In the ESS module, employees can request absences for 

different reasons. Using the Holiday Card, they’re im-

mediately informed of the number of remaining days / 

hours they have left.  

 

As soon as a request is made, the superior of the con-

cerned employee automatically receives a notification. 

Depending on the settings, this can be his direct mana-

ger, but also the HR-department for example. To gua-

rantee follow-up, you can select different levels of 

approval so that manager B can approve in case mana-

ger A is absent.  

 

The complementary mobile app offers the exact same 

functionalities without any limitations and all data are 

synchronized automatically. It even provides you with 

the possibility to chat with the concerned employee.  
 
 

Team overview  
The Team Overview gives each individual user an overview 

of the absences of all employees within his department or 

group. This helps him or her estimate when would be an 

appropriate period to request a holiday, but of course one 

could also use it to find a suitable day for a meeting, a 

presentation, and so on.  

 

For an even better overview you can also apply filters in 

this screen and there is even a search function available. 

Employees can, for example, filter on the status (present/

absent) of direct colleagues within their team. The period 

they want to see this information for, can also be speci-

fied by means of a filter.  
 

Want to find out more? Contact us now!  

We have over 3,000 users enjoying our Astrow solution... 


